
I M A G O The mission is to develop a workforce that realizes the benefits of green building innovations.
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WATCH  US ON:

GREEN BUILDING SERVICESGREEN BUILDING SERVICES
      I. REAL ESTATE PRE-DEVELOPMENT - PROJECT PLANNER
             (OWNER REPRESENTATION)

LEED GA & GPRO TRAINING LEED G
             I. LEED GA, LEED G PRo Training
USGBC accredition helps local workforce excel.
This training is the first step toward a green job.
Terms change, the focus for sustainability will not
shift away from LEED standards anytime soon.
Government funded buildings are still being built
using the LEED rating system and the green building
summitt has been in session, even through recession. 
The LEED trainings will expose students to many  
opportunities in the sustainability field. Determining
the best direction for your career journey, will require 
awareness of which direction to continue....
     

LEED ACCREDITIED (AP)
CAREER PATH COACHING

WATCH  US ON:

CAREER PATH COACHING
             I. To be a LEED AP is a journey. First
the student must learn all about green building
and take a course to enable elibibility for Green
Associates Exam. Pass that and now you ready 
for some real LEED project experience so you 
participate in the LEED building certifcation 
process. Now that you have some project
experience on a registered LEED project, you
maybe eligible for the AP exam.

With all these step needed to be 
a LEED AP, I believe college courses
should be given to Architectural &
Engineering Students while in college
that help student gain degree & LEED AP.
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             II. CONCEPTUAL PROPERTY DESIGN
                   (CADD - CONSTRUCTION DWGs)

     

GA&GPROTRAININGGA & GPRO TRAINING 

             III. FUTURE BUILD - MODEL MAKING
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